There is an error in the ***Funding*** statement. The correct number for "China's NSFC grants program" is "81630055." A correction has therefore been made to the ***Funding*** statement and should read:

"This work was supported by grants from China's NSFC grants program (81630055)."

Additionally, in the original article, the reference for "Becker et al., 2011" was incorrectly written as "Becker, E., Robisson, B., Chapple, C. E., Guénoche, A., and Brun, C. (2011). Multifunctional proteins revealed by overlapping clustering in protein interaction network. Bioinformatics 28, 84--90. doi: [10.1093/bioinformatics/btr621](10.1093/bioinformatics/btr621)". It should be "Becker, E., Robisson, B., Chapple, C. E., Guénoche, A., and Brun, C. (2012). Multifunctional proteins revealed by overlapping clustering in protein interaction network. Bioinformatics 28, 84--90. doi: [10.1093/bioinformatics/btr621](10.1093/bioinformatics/btr621)".

Lastly, the citation of Becker's work was missing in the [**Supplementary Material 4**](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Corrections have been made by placing a copy of the code from Becker et al., Boinformatics, 2012 Jan 1;28(1):84--90, in the supplementary material along with an edited README file. Thus, corrections have also been made to the *Materials and Methods*, subsection *OCG (Overlapping Cluster Generator) Algorithm*, by removing the last sentence, which was redundant and to the first paragraph:

"The OCG algorithm was carried out by the software available in (Becker et al., 2012) ([**Supplementary Material 4**](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})."

The authors apologize for these errors and state that they do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.

We wish to thank Prof. Gregory A. Taylor from the Duke University Medical Center for kindly providing the P311 KOmice.
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